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ABSTRACT
In this paper,we reflect upon theprocess that frames aparticularMSc
final capstone project which connects communities of craft women
embroiderers and an interdisciplinary team of social scientists and
engineers in Colombia. We argue that capstone projects framed by
participatory methodologies are characterized by embodied learn-
ing processes which in turn are shaped by a tension between that
which is learnt by engineers in contact with craft communities and
that which is required by engineering schools to certify the skills of
engineers in the making. Methodologically, the case study is based
on an ethnography of the design process and complemented by
an analysis of how capstone projects are narrated by engineers in
dialogue with social scientists. Through the case study, we show
the different negotiations and contradictions that shape this process
and the implications they have for engineering education and final
capstone projects in particular.
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Introduction

This paper draws on a deep reflection upon the process of completing a final capstone
project, carried out by a woman engineer in order to obtain a Master in Computer Sys-
tems Engineering. The project was aimed at proposing a design framework for tangible
interactions using a participatory approach. It was carried out in the context of a larger
trans-disciplinary project that included a community of embroiderers and a team of engi-
neers and social scientists. The paper will focus on the embodied learning that supported
the development of the design framework, while facing and negotiating the boundaries
and tensions at play.

The larger trans-disciplinary project explored the possibilities of Information and Com-
munication Technologies (ICTs) in ‘weaving’ conversations across diverse disciplines:
ethnography, mechanical, electronic and computer engineering, and craft embroidery,
with the purpose of creating dialogues around the co-design of a specific interaction
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Figure 1. Left: calado in process, stitch: Punto espíritu, the threads that have been removed from the
warp of the fabric can be observed at the right of the picture. Right: a square filled with Punto Espiritu
stitch.

technology. This notion of ‘weaving’ stemmed from the inclusion of a community of
mostly women in Cartago, Colombia, that maintains a traditional, broadly recognized form
of embroidery dubbed calado Cartagüeño1 (see Figure 1) which is currently at risk of
disappearing.

The specific capstoneproject2 tookplacewithin theMSc inComputer Systems Engineer-
ing at Javeriana University in Bogota, Colombia andwas carried out by Laura, an electronics
engineer co-author of this paper. Her objective was to develop a design framework for the
participatory design of tangible interactions that would emerge from a process of under-
standing the craft of calado in its knowledge production and sharing dimensions. The
resulting framework was derived from the participatory design of a Tangible User Interface
(TUI), which refers to the access, representation and manipulation of digital information
through physical objects.3

The resulting TUI, called CalaITU, ismeant to support the creation of new caladopatterns
both as a means to preserve and encourage the craft, as well as to enable inter-disciplinary
dialogue around calado. CalaITU is composed by a tangible component – a tablet and a
set of stamps embroidered with conductive thread – as well as an intangible component
– software that recognizes the stamps when they are placed over the touchscreen4 – that
generate computational representations of different calado stitches (see Figures 2 and 3).

Asmentioned, Laura’s capstone project was part of a broader trans-disciplinary research
project including two teams. The first one was composed of three men engineers: two
computer systems engineers affiliated with the MSc program as Associate Professors, and
one mechanical engineer. The computer systems engineers acted as internal advisors for

1 Calado embroidery is a craft-making practice that consists in taking off some threads froma fabricwithwarp andwoof and
then embroidering the fabric again with new threads, to create different patterns and textures in the fabric. The technique
of calado can be seen as a form of weaving, called needle weaving, in Cunha and Vieira, “Entre o bordado e a renda,” 2009.

2 Capstone projects are meant to fulfill a final design experience that can provide an experience-based assessment of the
student’s ability to apply and integrate the skills acquired throughout the program. The emphasis is placed on the abilities
to design novel uses of technology in practical situations with realistic constraints and professional standards.

3 Ishii, “The Tangible User Interfaces and Its Evolution,” 2008.
4 The physical properties of the conductive thread allow each stamp to be recognized univocally by the software of CalaITU
when it is placed over the touchscreen. CalaITU includes several stamps, each one representing a different existing calado
stitch.
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Figure 2. Tangible and intangible components of CalaITU. Upper-left: stamp embroideredwith conduc-
tive thread. Right: tablet and a user putting the stamp over the touchscreen. Lower-left: computational
representation of a calado pattern in the software of CalaITU.

Figure 3. Parallel between a computational representation of a calado pattern (upper sequence) and
an analogous hand crafted calado (lower sequence).

Laura, but only one of them (the lead author of this paper) had a role as researcher in the
larger project as well. He advised Laura in terms of the social and participatory dimensions
of engineering design. The other one, her main advisor, centered on supporting the for-
mal definition of the design framework from a Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) and a
modeling language perspective, to some extent representing the hegemonic view of engi-
neering design within the MSc program. The mechanical engineer, coauthor of this paper
as well, acted as expert on social appropriation of technology in contexts of social inclusion
and served as an external advisor for Laura, in particular regarding the co-design with the
community as a way to interweave technology with the context.
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The second team was composed of two women social scientists playing the role of
ethnographers: the principal researcher of the broader project, also co-author of this paper,
andher research assistant. Their rolewas to observe, describe, and analyze knowledgemak-
ing practices, both of hand-embroidery and of engineering design.5 Their ethnographic
work was aimed at giving rise to knowledge dialogues between embroiderers and engi-
neers through which mutual recognition could be facilitated in the midst of potential
conflicts. They also became co-designers of CalaITU, inviting Laura to the field to take part
in the embodied andmaterial dimensions of the craft directlywith the embroiderers in their
domestic spaces.

It should be then noted that only the ethnographers and Laura engaged in fieldwork
in Cartago. This entailed 10 trips to the area, of between 3 and 15 days, over a period of 18
months, inwhich they lived inside the embroiderers households. In this immersion, ethnog-
raphers, as well as Laura through their guidance, learned the context of embroidering and
the central aspects of the technique.6 However, the two men engineers coauthoring this
paper did participate in intensive hand-embroidery workshops that took place in Bogotá,
with the complete research team and one or two master caladoras, where the technique
was explored and discussed in relation to the TUI engineering design process. These work-
shops were also documented through ethnography; that is, they were registered through
field notes and preliminarily analyzed in order to identify different knowledge practices.
This process of analysis included permanent discussionwith Laura and the other engineers.
For this paper in particular, the knowledge practices identified in relation to embodied
learning and academic and design boundaries were further discussed within the team of
authors.

In the context of theMSc that Laurawas completing, final capstone projects such as hers
are rare. While there are cases that include community participation and cultural under-
standing of people’s practices, such activities are usually seen by engineering professors as
not central to the engineering process, as beyond its boundaries.7 This is in contrast with
a long-standing socio-technical tradition in ICT and information systems, which may be
traced back to thework ofMumford.8 This tradition has argued for specific guidelines in ICT
research and practice, including a problem-solving orientation, participative design, and
an ultimate intent to improve people’s lives. In doing so, the technical and social aspects
of ICT conceptualization, design, and implementation become entangled and do not take
prevalence one over the other. More recently, in dialoguewith the Science and Technology
Studies tradition, the socio-technical approach has both strengthened and broadened this
entanglement, reframing the problem in sociomaterial terms. In this reframing, the mate-
rial and the social are ‘constitutively entangled’, meaning that ‘there is no social that is not
also material, and no material that is not also social’.9

Nonetheless, in engineering educational settings, it is not common that capstone
projects follow a sociomaterial approach. This is partly because one should begin by
questioning the role of technology, as well as placing a strong requirement for in-depth

5 The work of Vinck, Everyday Engineering, 2003 was important in approaching everyday practices of engineering.
6 In learning the technique, the intentwasnot to acquire the expertise of themaster caladoras in anywaybut to comprehend
the complexities of the process through actually doing it.

7 Pawley, “Engineering Faculty Drawing the Line,” 2012.
8 Mumford, Designing Human Systems for New Technology, 1983.
9 Orlikowski, “Sociomaterial Practices,” 2007.
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participation for which students are usually unprepared and which generates a risk and
open-endedness that is usually avoided in order to be able to complete a design cycle,
including an artifact prototype, in a short period of time.

For instance, when Laura presented her project in seminars and poster presentations,
she was told that the ethnographic component supporting her design decisions only
demarcated the engineering problem, but was not central to the design in itself and did
not involve applying engineering skills. As such, she had to continuously negotiate with
the ethnographic data, which captures the embodied learning at the base of the design
process. In Laura’s words:

Sometimes the academic setting of the research master is too rigid and it limits engineering
exploration, then I have to keep on thinking, ‘how am I going to explain what we have done
(ethnographically) so they can see it as valid?’.

In that sense, Laura’s main challenge was in articulating several domains into her work –
ethnography, HCI, electronics, embroidering, modeling languages – as well as considering
the ramifications of her project as an intervention in a community; all this while presenting
the process and results as valid for fulfilling the requirements of the MSc capstone project.
These challenges were reflected in shaping two boundary definitions: a design boundary
linked to the degree of knowledge convergence among the design teammembers, as well
as an academic boundary between the larger project and the MSc program.

On the one hand,within the larger trans-disciplinary research project, the design bound-
ary definitions implied getting involved in each other’s knowledge practices (ethnography,
embroidery, electronic bricolage) and becoming aware of the embodied sociomaterialities
that support them.10 For this, knowledge was understood from an embodiment perspec-
tive, in our case specifically through the hands, which are a significant form of expressing
and communicating for these women artisans. Laura narrates, for example:

When I amdesigning the computational representation of a calado stitch, I have tomake itwith
my own hands. And for embroidering it, I have to remember the lessons of the embroiderers,
as well as watch my videos of their hands doing the craft.

This embodied process makes boundaries or edges come to the surface, not to limit
the possibilities of design, but rather to make it creative and open. Indeed, ‘edgy design’
refers to a focus on boundaries, considered as a creative place and equally as a site of resis-
tance.11 This edge between opposing and mutually resisting positions is what enables, for
Coyne, the setting in motion of creativity and design where it is not just the artifact that
is being constantly negotiated or reconfigured but indeed the worldview shared by the
co-designers.

On the other hand, academic boundaries, defined by Pawley as a division that makes
it epistemologically possible to differentiate one academic field from another,12 involved
tensions and negotiations between the larger trans-disciplinary project and the mono-
disciplinary MSc Program. These boundaries forced Laura to constantly differentiate
between the ‘technical’ engineering aspects and the ‘social’ aspects of her capstoneproject,
because although the larger project firmly established itself as socio-technical and indeed
sociomaterial, the MSc program does not explicitly adopt this view, inviting debate with

10 Cortés-Rico and Piedrahita-Solórzano, “Participatory Design in Practice,” 2015.
11 Coyne, Cornucopia Limited, 2005, p. 4.
12 Pawley, “Engineering Faculty Drawing the Line,” 2012.
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respect to the curriculum, the capstone project requirements and the worldview of the
evaluating committees (both for the proposal and for the resulting design). Additional
boundaries had to be identified and defended continuously to separate the complete
participatory design from her own specific contribution, since in order to explain the back-
ground and origin of design decisions, Laura had to explain to her evaluators the larger
project, but also had to be very clear about her own specific design that would become the
core of her final capstone project: the design framework. During an evaluation session, one
of the evaluators said to Laura:

You are continuously talking about the larger project in a general sense andwe already under-
stoodwhat it is about; however, wewant you to explain your specific contribution.Whatwould
you have done in another context? What is your specific contribution to the field of Computer
Systems Engineering? If we were talking about another context, different from embroidery,
how could your results be applied?

From an engineering studies point of view, the purpose of this paper is providing a criti-
cal reflection of Laura’s final capstoneproject. How is it that Laura is able to tackle a problem
from an engineering approach, starting from a situation or problem academically consid-
ered as ill-structured? Given that there are twomilestones in any given capstone project for
this MSc program, the proposal and the final dissertation, the proposal must be approved
before starting and should include typical items such as research questions, objectives,
expected results, and methodology. As such, the proposal should be as close to a well-
structured problem as possible. But, how can Laura manage to produce a well-structured
problemstatement, before having engagedbodilywith the real-world situation?Moregen-
erally speaking, how is it that we can devise a capstone experience for an engineering MSc
student in order to integrate the full set of skills acquired in the program, while at the same
time exposing the student to a real-world situation where there is no pre-existing, formal,
agreed, or stable problem statement?

Going from a situation perceived as ill-structured to a well-structured problem is largely
a matter of framing or setting boundaries. How is it that Laura sets these boundaries under
the pressure of multiple viewpoints and potentially conflicting goals? She has to be a
designer of an artifact while creating a design framework for generalizing the process. She
has to structure a specific research contribution to ahighly specialized field,while capturing
the multidisciplinary dialogue of the project. She has to provide a conceptual abstraction
while stemming from an embodied notion of knowledge. So, how can she frame, separate,
and abstract to fulfill the requirements of her MSc final capstone project, while at the same
time integrating or questioning pervasive dualisms, including social/technical, body/mind,
tangible/intangible, social/material, male/female, engineering/science?

Belowwe discuss Laura’s case as an argument for developing real problem-solving skills
in engineers, rather than just the ability to follow instructions and apply knowledge, which
areusually the extent ofwhat canbeachieved through fictitious, lab-based, pre-established
projects. We will do so while discussing the implications and potential incoherencies that
arise from the aforementioned challenges and the way in which an embodied perspec-
tive may inform or transform existing engineering education practices. We detail Laura’s
engagement in the practices of others involved an embodied learning of calado, as a cen-
tral part in the decision-making process of the project, and discuss the negotiations that
Laura had to deal with, in order to make her research recognized as a legitimate Computer
Systems Engineering final capstone project.
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Embodied learning and design in engineering education

A central philosophical problem, almost as old as philosophy itself, has been the rela-
tionship between body and mind. The discussion has followed a somewhat pendular
motion with Platonic and Cartesian dualism on the one hand and phenomenology on the
other. With rationalist dualism, body (or brain) is distinct from mind, while phenomenol-
ogy attempts to take a different stance in which a disembodied mind cannot perceive the
world. According to Merleau-Ponty,

my body is a thing among things . . . But because it moves itself and sees, it holds things in
a circle around itself. Things are an annex or prolongation of itself; they are incrusted into its
flesh, they are part of its full definition; the world is made of the same stuff as the body.13

More recently, we have seen ample discussion on the notion of an embodied or enac-
tivemind,which corresponds to the idea that ‘themind’s interactionswith thebody and the
surroundingworld are constitutive of thought and so inseparable from thought’.14 Steering
away from representational accounts of learning, according towhich the humanmind pro-
gressively improves by abstracting and storing ever more sophisticated rules of behavior,
arguing for a circular causality between an organism and its environment.15

In terms of design, embodiment has resulted in clear practical implications; design is
about user experience and interaction scenarioswhere theuser is engagedwith the artifact.
A technological artifact, which is seen as an extension that blurs the distinction between
the body and the environment, and which also plays a central role in social interaction.16

For Klemmer, Hartmann, and Takayama, this can be reflected in thinking through doing,
performance, and thick practice.17

Thinking through doingmeans that we learn by physically interacting with the world: we
use gestures to communicate, we sometimes take action aimed at learning-oriented explo-
ration, rather than concrete effects, andwe use reflective practice (through prototyping) to
express tacit knowledge and conveydesign ideas to agroup. Performance is the recognition
that many skills and professions are mainly action-centered (usually through the hands),
that we possess and profusely use motor or kinesthetic memory, and that often for such
actions explicit or reflective cognition is simply too slow and we rely on experiential cog-
nition. Finally, thick practice refers to the intention of creating interfaces that ‘are the real
world’ rather than attempting to simulate or replicate it, thus providing amore natural and
effective way of interacting through epistemic artifacts.

For Laura’s final capstone project, the craft of calado embroidery serves as a model in
designing the TUI, alongwith the design framework. Initially, this required engineers in the
larger project to understand and get close to the craft by actually doing some rudimen-
tary calado. We see this as an embodied learning process. Such learning was characterized
by different moments in the technology design. These moments are supported by knowl-
edge dialogues between different human actors: engineers, caladoras, and ethnographers.
In turn, these knowledge dialogues are woven together by the encounter of Laura with the
sociomaterialities of embroidery and design, both through her hands and in dialogue with

13 Merleau-Ponty, The Primacy of Perception, 1964.
14 Robinson, Feeling Extended, 2013, p. 5.
15 Dreyfus, “Merlau-Ponty and Recent Cognitive Science,” 2004.
16 Uğur,Wearing Embodied Emotions, 2013.
17 Klemmer, Hartmann, and Takayama, “How Bodies Matter,” 2006.
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Figure 4. Moments of the embodied learning and engineering process: general scheme of the design
process

the hands of ethnographers: round taborets, fabrics with warp and woof, conductive and
non-conductive threads, needles, pencil, plain and gridded paper, software and hardware,
among others.

Throughout this embodied learning process of encountering and dialoguing, the tech-
nology design is shaped through sociomaterial prototyping; as Laura puts it, ‘tiny hypothe-
ses are translated into small design decisions and they are woven into the design of calado
prototypes, it is like thinking by prototyping’. Thus, small hypothesis about the craft are
explored throughout exercises proposedwith and for the caladoras. Exploringbrings about
new small hypothesis about the technique, as well as the rejection of previous ideas on
how the technology can be inspired by calado embroidery, as much as the affirmation of
particular political statements on what technology should not do with calado.18

It is in this process of going back and forth, that a technology prototype inspired in and
with calado embroidery and caladoras is developed. This can be related to the notion of
‘design as play’ which expresses a to-and-fro dialogical game through which expectations
are continuously revised and transformed; this implies objects coming into and receding
from view all the time amidst reshaping metaphors in a complex contextual field that is
opposed to linear, reductive, methodical approaches to design.19 Figure 4 presents the
general scheme of this process.

In bold and underlined, the figure shows where the different moments that shape the
embodied learning process are sustained by particular materialities (embroidery samples,
drawings anddrawing tools, embroiderymaterials). At the same time, suchmaterialities are
constituted for and by the engineering process behind the TUI. Both processes are set in a
sociomaterial spaceofdialoguewhich includes ethnographers and caladoras. Twoessential
aspects cut across this dialogue: sociomaterial boundary judgment, and a tension between
well-structured disembodied capstone projects and concrete real-world situations.

18 Midgley, Munlo, and Brown, “The Theory and Practice of Boundary Critique,” 1998.
19 Coyne, Cornucopia Limited, 2005, p. 72.
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Sociomaterial boundaries are informed by the disposition of the engineering team to
learn calado embroidery directly with caladoras and facilitated by ethnographers, which
makes the engineering process attuned to the socio-economic conditions of this craft in
Colombia, one which is marked by precarious labor conditions.20 This awareness, orients
the dialogue at the base of the CalaITU design, away from automation and toward a vehicle
for recognizing the socio-cultural background behind the craft. This is an ethical design
boundary judgmentmade in sociomaterial recognition of the craft, knowledge, and bodies
of others. Boundaries here are not simply attached to the materiality of a designed artifact
but intertwined inseparably from the social, individual, and collective context of all involved
actors.

The second aspect that we want to highlight is the frustrations that emerged in Laura’s
final capstone project out of contradictions faced by her when learning the craft and being
pushed to adjust her proposal. Aswith embroidery, engineers have to continuously re-think
design premises and prototypes to re-engineer the assumptions built into an artifact that
is constantly confronting a real hand craft.21 The frustrations arise from the fact that Lau-
rás MSc capstone project requires a well-structured proposal to be approved at first. As
such, these learning experiences are not well suited to dynamic or ill-structured situations.
Moreover, they reflect a disembodied view of learning, where emphasis is placed on well-
specified hypothesis, objectives and outcomes to be achieved through a unidirectional
process in which concrete reality is secondary, often just a setting for a proof of concept
of a contribution that is expected to be generic. To cope with this frustration, the learning
process has to be reflective.22 However, we argue that reflective practice is more coherent
with embodied learning and design experiences.

As Klemmer, Hartmann, and Takayamamention, bodiesmatter in design processes: they
situate design and shape it. Bodies, and so embodiment, are then of a multiple nature.23

Where is embodied learning situated in this particular case? Reflecting upon the process
of encounters and dialogues that shape design, we find that embodied learning involves
hands-on experience and receptive listening, two practices that configure the encounter of
calado embroidery and engineering.

Hands-on experience

Embodied learning starts with Laura’s disposition toward exploring and experimenting
through her hands with calado while thinking about the TUI design. This is what she calls
‘learning by prototyping’, a process that is very much anchored in her undergraduate edu-
cation in electronic engineering.24 In addition, given the emphasis on tangible interactions,

20 Based on our fieldwork, we estimate that the embroidering of a traditional male shirt, Guayabera, takes about one week
for a caladora, her compensation amounts to US$ 6 on average per week.

21 Undoing, re-making and re-producing are practices embedded into hand-embroidery. It is common for embroiderers in
general and caladoras in particular to start over many times an embroidery piece that is not fitting well into the fabric.
Learning to undo and remake, caladoras become very skilful at reproducing new patterns. We will come back to this
further on.

22 Schön, The Reflective Practitioner, 1983.
23 Klemmer, Hartmann, and Takayama, “How Bodies Matter,” 2006.
24 Historically, hardware development, which was originally the domain of electrical and electronic engineering, has had

a stronger material dimension (education implied more lab structured classes and tinkering with diverse materialities)
than software systems. Paradoxically while systems and computer engineering started as a detachment of electric and
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Figure 5. Left: a blouse embroidered with calado stitch. Right: photocopy of the calado pattern in the
blouse. Photocopies are used in future reproductions of the pattern.

it reflects the notion of ‘thinking through doing’ and ‘performance’ in design,25 which are
action-centered and result in experiential cognition. Thus, Laura’s hands-on experience of
calado, allows her to be creative and to be in touch with caladoras. When she thinks about
the TUI, while combining electronic and embroidery materials, she feels empowered, ‘It
makesme self-aware of the things I can dobymyself.’ But her learning experience is not just
embodied and cross-cut by materiality, she recognizes that she needs caladoras to teach
her. Understanding the hands-on experience as a collective effort central for design and
engineering has three main characteristics: use of the hands, task complexity, and a fragile
explicit knowledge base that requires an apprenticeship.

First, the knowledge caladoras have about their craft is in their hands. When one asks
them to explain what they are doing, they reply, ‘Let me show you’ and then, they grab a
needle with a thread and start to explain the technique while making a stitch. Second, cal-
ado is a laborious and complex embroidery technique. Tomaster it, caladoras have to learn
how to carefully take out threads of the fabric’s warp and woof, one by one. This partially
weakens the fabric structure and creates a new grid that is the base for calado stitching, a
process that generates a new patterned fabric, re-shaping its structure.26 It is very difficult
for a beginner, as Laura, to see the stitches and to understand the process without some
hands-on translation. Third, the existing archive of calado stitches and patterns is very frag-
ile. It is usually through threadbare photocopies of actual calados, that patterns circulate
and are taught in Cartago (see Figure 5). In this context, knowledge is passed from caladora
to caladora, and the presence of a master in calado is required for a beginner to learn.

electronic engineering, today it is coming back to its tangible origins. Whitworth and Ahmad, “Socio-technical System
Design,” 2014.

25 Klemmer, Hartmann, and Takayama, “How Bodies Matter,” 2006.
26 Pérez-Bustos, “Thinking with Care,” 2015 has reflected upon the theoretical implications and effects of these craft

practices of careful destruction and mending in the ethnography of engineering design.
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Not being able to learn by one’s self is an invitation to explore calado through hands-
on collective endeavors; initiatives that are not free from conflict. Laura’s explorations of
calado, with her hands while seeing a master caladora, allows her hands to discover the
properties ofmaterials, as well as the peculiarities of the technique. However, Laura’s learn-
ing is not aimed at mastering the craft but at grasping it, both literally and to understand
its possibilities in engineering terms. For their part, master caladoras expect beginners to
eventually become proficient embroiderers, to learn fast and to create high quality sam-
ples that can be shown to potential clients. Laura’s enjoyment of the hands-on exploration
is somehow disciplined by this. However rich this experience is for Laura’s learning and for
coming to design decisions, herMSc evaluation committee does not value this exploration,
preferring engineering results froma technical point of view: the design framework and the
TUI, of which they expect an impersonal, disembodied account.

Receptive listening

The disposition toward hands-on exploring is supported by openness toward listening
and being receptive to the social conditions of caladoras. Listening can facilitate the co-
existence of contradictory standpoints, allowing mutual recognition.27 In this case, recep-
tive listening is displayed when Laura enriches her hands-on experience with the ethnog-
rapher’s accounts of calado (which also involved learning the craft). Thus, Laura comes to
understand that the resistance of caladoras to explore innovation in calado is framed by
the labor conditions in which calado is produced. Not everyone is able or willing to freely
explore a technique; exploration takes time, and time is a luxury that those who live from
calado do not have, being busy with caladowhile maintaining a household.

Through this embodied understanding, Laura and the engineering team, in dialogue
with ethnographers, comprehend the importance of calado embroidery for the livelihoods
of caladoras, but also become receptive to the importance of designing technology while
acknowledging caladoras’ context and skills. As mentioned earlier, the engineering team
quickly brought automation into question as the dominant connection between technol-
ogy and calado, or embroidery in general. Existing research, especially before the recent
interest in wearable technology, had tended to highlight this relationship in order to
produce algorithms, machines, or supporting environments to partially automate embroi-
dery.28 In our case, the intent quickly veered toward valuing and strengthening themanual
craft, instead of attempting to replace or control it.

In addition, CalaITU should enhance the capacity that caladoras have to reproduce pat-
terns, through undoing and remaking, another aspect that is brought to light by receptive
listening. Moreover, this receptive listening facilitates the ‘thick practice’29 of a natural
interaction setting that CalaITU intends. Aswehavementioned above, undoing and remak-
ing are often neglected in engineering education, at least in Colombia: Colombian engi-
neers typically identify themselves as problem solvers, but often in abstract rather than

27 Watson, “Listening in the Pakal Controversy,” 2014.
28 Chen et al., “Embroidery Modeling and Rendering,” 2012; Qiming, Yupin, and Dongcheng, “Shape Decomposition

Algorithm in Embroidery,” 2005; Shihua et al., “Key Technology of High Speed Shuttle Embroidery Machine Control
System,” 2010.

29 Klemmer, Hartmann, and Takayama, “How Bodies Matter,” 2006.
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manual-technical terms.30 Thus, for Laura, iterative re-producing in calado embroidery,
serves as a proxy to reflect upon the unidirectionality present in engineering education
against iterative design as central to engineering practice.

In sum, Laura’s capstone project is defined by context-sensitive boundaries in the engi-
neering process and the sociomaterialities that constitute it. In an engineering formal
educational context, however, the legitimacy of this process, its boundaries and material
dimension are ambivalent.

Blurring boundaries in engineering education

The embodied learning that took place in Laura’s project, made the design process in itself
a contribution, but this entailed an academic challenge for Laura to make this contribution
legitimate and acceptable as a valid capstone project. Below we describe this challenge in
terms of blurring boundaries: between results and objectives, between practice and theory
and between multidisciplinary-participatory research and disciplinary research.

Between objectives and results

Colombian final research capstone projects in graduate engineering programs usually start
with a proposal. This proposal includes a series of objectives defined in terms of expected
results. This usually means that objectives are set in very early stages of the project, which
often implies a weak relation to the specific real-world context. This may not be an issue
when the problem stems from a gap already identified in literature, but does present
difficulties when the project is real-world problem-initiated. Moreover, this potential dis-
connect between the rigor (valid scientific contribution) and relevance (novel and useful
application in the real world) behind a research project has been debated for a long time in
computer systems engineering.31

For example, Laura’s proposal included this objective: ‘To propose amodeling language
for the development of TUI aimed at the adoption of ICT.’ When it was proposed, the moti-
vation stemmed from (a) the state of the art in social applications of TUIs in contexts usually
unrelated to computational technology,32 (b) the understanding ofmodeling languages as
a legitimate computer systems engineering research field and (c) the absence of modeling
languages for TUI social-oriented design. However, this goal did not take into account the
specific context of research, acquiring a very general form. First, it assumed that TUI could
be used for (any) ICT adoption process. Second, it implied that TUIs are homogenous and
can be modeled context independently. Both assumptions were wrong in Laura’s project.

As mentioned earlier, Laura’s project was immersed in active dialogue with caladoras
and ethnographers through an embodied learning of calado. Receptive listening33 shaped

30 In fact, Colombia has more engineers than technicians. While this means that many engineers end up doing more
‘manual-technical’ work, there is a social perception that abstract engineering is more respectable and actual pro-
gramming, detailed design, manufacturing, and the like are to be done by technicians or young professionals. As such,
many engineering students prefer an abstract, ‘strategic’ understanding of the engineering activity, to quickly become
managers.

31 Benbasat and Zmud, “Empirical Research in Information Systems,” 1999; Corner et al., “Computing as a Discipline,” 1989;
Hevner et al., “Design Science in Information Systems Research,” 2004.

32 Reitsma, Smith, and van den Hoven, “StoryBeads,” 2013; Rosner and Ryokai, “Spyn,” 2010; Smith and Kotze, “Indigenous
African Artefacts,” 2010; Smith, Cyrus, and Kotzé, “Towards Preserving Indigenous Oral Stories,” 2011.

33 Watson, “Listening in the Pakal Controversy,” 2014.
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her research project and enriched the technology design with caladoras’ knowledge. Con-
versely, caladoras were permeated by these dialogues; their understanding of technology
becoming less mediated by fear and automation risks. It became apparent that it was not
the TUI itself which eased technology adoption or acceptance, but the dialogue between
craftswomen, ethnographers and engineers in the participatory creation of CalaITU.

In the end, the result was a design framework aimed at supporting (both conceptually
andpragmatically) the participatory design of tangible interactionswith craft communities.
Contrasting this framework with the initial expected result (just the modeling language),
we found that: (a) it did not refer to interfaces, but to interactions through/with tangible
technology; (b) it was not focused on ICT adoption directly, but on the participatory design
of technology, which both created the conditions for potentially successful adoption and,
at the same time, provided a rich context for in-depth study of the adoption process itself;
(c) the framework did include the modeling language, but also the assumptions and ways
of supporting that both limit its application in specific contexts or present the dimensions
to be considered and the adaptations thatmay be required, and (d) instead of generalizing,
the framework focused on craft communities.

Laura had to invest significant time justifying these changes, considering that a major
aspect of the final evaluation was precisely to determine if the proposed objectives had
been achieved. This kind of evaluation is problematic with respect to the nature of ill-
structuredproblems,which areopenendedanddonothavepre-determinable endgoals.34

In fact, in novel situations, counter-intuitive or counter-inductive results are not only to be
expected but, crucially, a necessary ingredient for innovation.35

Between practice and theory

Other boundaries that become blurred stem from the challenge of proposing a theoretical
framework out of a practical experience. This directs us toward the long-standing debate
between rigor and relevance in computer and information systems research, as well as
between basic and applied research, which has actually been recognized as a moot point
in technology-centric disciplines. As Vessuri puts it:

The emergence of new technologies (ICT, biotechnology, etc.) blurs the boundaries between
basic and applied research and between research and development, because the locus where
science is done and where technology is developed is not differentiated. The same actors, on
one hand, produce novel knowledge and, on the other, develop applications.36

In our case, an embodiment perspective frames the way we can go about theorizing.
Merleau-Ponty has already called for a return of scientific thinking to ‘the soil of the sensi-
ble’, linked to our life and actual body (as opposed to an abstract information-processing
machine), as well as to ‘associated bodies’. As a result, he anticipated that ‘science’s agile
and improvisatory thought will learn to ground itself upon things themselves and upon
itself . . . ’37 In relation to this, Nardini argues that the practice/theory duality follows a

34 Davidson and Sternberg, The Psychology of ProblemSolving, 2003; Simon, “The Structure of Ill Structured Problems,” 1973.
35 Luhmann, Organización y decisión [Organization and Decisions], 2005.
36 Vessuri, Conocimiento y Necesidades de las Sociedades Latinoamericacas [Knowledge and the Needs of Latin American

Societies], 2006.
37 Merleau-Ponty, The Primacy of Perception, 1964, pp. 160–161.
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typically gendered, westernized separationwhere theory is seen as a rational ‘abstractmas-
culinity’ in which mind, thought, and culture take prevalence over body, being and nature,
respectively. From the perspective of new feminist materialism, the role of theory is no
longer disembodied, abstract, and universal, it becomes material, embodied, and situated
knowledge. Thismeans ‘ . . . making visible the situatedness and the embodied-location(s)
of every knowledge claim’.38

In Laura’s case, the practical embodied learning constituted the basis for the design
framework. Results in practice were permanently contrasted with existent theoretical con-
cepts, models, methods, and issues. The boundary between theory and practice becomes
blurred. The key point is that this need not imply that it is somehow less of a theory than
a disembodied, abstract theory. However, the capstone project has an evaluation commit-
tee accustomed to generalizable results and impersonal accounts of the research process.
Indeed, they may reject or penalize a project that does not abide by this.

Nonetheless, even in the case of the generalizability of the results, this should not
be confused with abstraction or disembodiment. This implies an epistemological choice
and, as such, there are no grounds for it to become a requisite in engineering educa-
tion. If one understands generalizability in quantitative (statistical) terms, then case studies
would simply be out of bounds as a valid research method for engineering. One can still
aim for generalizability, while maintaining material, embodied, and situated descriptions
if generalization is also put into perspective and in coherence with the epistemological,
socio-technical and indeed sociomaterial context of the research.

Between participatory and disciplinary research

Engineeringpractice in Colombia usually involves other stakeholders as sources of informa-
tion to specify requirements: in thismode, engineersmake technology for others. However,
in Laurás case the dialogues presented earlier constitute the key element to make tech-
nology with others. Thus, ethnography played a more important role than just delivering
requirements: ethnographers and caladorasbecame technology co-designers. In this sense,
embroidery was not just a case study but a technological reference that coexisted with
electronic and systems technologies. In Laura’s words:

Embroidering with embroiderers, but also constructing circuits with them, in their houses,
allowed me to think of embroidery as a technology in itself and motivated the whole team to
discover meeting points between the craft and computational technology. In fact, the hard-
ware solution was literally embroidered with conductive thread, and software technology
required a continuous evocation of the craft with our own hands, to design computational
representations of calado stitches.

However, inside the disciplinary boundaries that frame the Computer Systems Engineer-
ing MSc, Laura was constantly asked to emphasize the role of technology in satisfying the
needs of the community and to limit the social dimension to a short description of the
application domain. This led to reductionism of the research, hiding social aspects of the
work behind the more technical aspects, and marginalizing important facts as a conse-
quence.39 Specifically, when the tangible interface was presented in a research seminar,

38 Nardini, “Becoming Otherwise,” 2014, p. 22.
39 Trevelyan, “Reconstructing Engineering from Practice,” 2010.
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embodied learning, fieldwork, and embroidery as technology weremade invisible by tech-
nical aspects like pattern recognition, capacitive screens, generalization, and modeling
languages, among others.

Plurality in Laura’s research positioned it in a very blurred edge between Computer Sys-
tems Engineering and Socio-Technical Systems design. This is partly due to the fact that
Laurás capstone project was part of the larger multidisciplinary research project. Indeed,
aside from the challenge of hiding the social aspects of her work, she also had to iden-
tify and highlight what her individual contribution was (for the purposes of her capstone
project evaluation), in contrast to the collective contribution of the rest of the team, includ-
ing the caladoras. For the MSc program, participatory research and design was recognized
as valuable, but itwas also expected fromher to focus and frameher specific contribution to
computer systems engineering. In the end, boundary judgments had to be made by Laura
to separate the individual from the collective, the mono-disciplinary from the multidisci-
plinary, the technical from the social, and her role as MSc student from her role as research
assistant in the larger project, but thesewere seen by our research teamas artificially forced
boundaries that were misaligned with the embodied learning process.

Final remarks and recommendations

In this paper, we have presented a case study, which is part of a participatory research
project for designing a technology between electronic, mechanical and systems engineer-
ing, ethnographers, and of a group ofwomen embroiderers fromCartago, Colombia. In this
context, the specific case was the final capstone project for an MSc in Computer Systems
Engineering focused on the design of aTUI.

Throughout the paperwegave account of significant tensions underlyinggraduate edu-
cation in engineering andwhich derive from a prevalence of theory over practice, technical
over social, abstract over material, which manifests itself in the comparison between pro-
posed research goals and outcomes. This often neglects the learning process as in the case
presented, resulting in a clash between epistemological positions and forcing the student
to either simplistically reduce her work, or live in a state of permanent tension and telling
different stories, depending on different scenarios.

Indeed, the boundary between theory and practice is blurred when an ill-structured
project, such as the one presented, implies a participative and progressive definition of
goals. Practice in this case does not refer to technical development exclusively, but to the
interaction in which the technology is not made for caladoras, but with caladoras. This
means that there is an evident and necessary expertise that involves stitches, materialities,
tools, and social interactions that provide the setting for the engineering development: the
sociomateriality of embroidery becomes an intricate part of technology.

In this sense, we identified how engineering education, often stemming from well-
structured problems, conceives the engineer as a problem solver, and in that perspective,
students who engage in participatory design projects are constantly challenged to justify
the role of technology to satisfy requirements, and limit the social dimensions as a context
for the engineering exercise, but not a central part of it. However, the importance of the
case lies in the process that Laura lived to understand embroiderers’ reality, which involved
a series of interactions with different (human and non-human) actors and knowledge ‘out-
side’ of engineering. As such, it was not possible to design with a unidirectional method
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in mind, which typically means requirement gathering, design, then implementation and
validation for future operation and maintenance. In contrast, participatory design projects
are characterized by an iterative and collective process, which forces engineering to go
back and forth between different hypotheses, premises and design decisions, and blurring
boundaries between theory and practice.

This is exacerbated by an additional tension between the project as a whole and the
MSc final capstone project in particular. The context of the knowledge dialogue, in which
the final capstone project is inserted, recognizes the collective learning process as one of its
main achievements; in particular, it values the embodied learning that underlies the engi-
neering design and considers that although clearly situated and sociomaterial in nature, it
is still a significant and transferable experience for other contexts. For the MSc program,
however, the weight of the contribution is placed on the designed artifact and its ability to
comply with preset goals and stated requirements.

As a consequence, we present three recommendations for engineering education
derived from the case: (1) the case study as a tool to access the peculiarities and singularities
of real problem situations (not just a final stage, as proof of concept), (2) engineering educa-
tion as anembodiedprocess, and (3) the importanceof balancing summative and formative
validation. These recommendations reinforce the call by Williams,40 when she argues that
engineers should retool themselves to copewith big societal problems, through an empha-
sis on user-centered design, an understanding of technology’s social and cultural aspects,
dealing with ill-defined problems, managing conflict and dilemmas, and exercising judg-
ment accordingly, which implies being able to work in cross-disciplinary contexts and
understanding non-technical factors in design.

In engineeringeducation, a ‘case study’ oftenmeans aproof of concept to test thepoten-
tial or effect of a technological artifact. There is little knowledge or acceptance of the case
study as a method to uncover peculiarities and singularities of a specific reality. We argue
that case studies enable a concrete and sensible dialogue with the reality in which tech-
nology is developed. Although case studies have for a long time allowed social studies of
technology and information systems research to identify a number of features present in
the development of technology from a socio-technical or sociomaterial perspective, there
is still an opportunity for them to be recognized as powerful for engineering research and
education.

This paper has also highlighted the role of an embodied learning process. Indeed,
we identified embodied aspects in engineering knowledge production. The case study
described the particular significance of hands-on experience, as well as the bodily presence
of others in exchanging highly tacit knowledge and favoring the emergence ofwhat Robin-
son calls a transcranial or collective mind.41 Understanding engineering education as an
embodied process involves reflective practice, receptive listening and thinking trough the
body. Moreover, learning by prototyping involves a sociomaterial process and to recognize
this is to strengthen the fundamental role that other knowledge and materialities, as well
as other forms of approaching that knowledge (e.g. ethnography), have in understanding
and designing technology.

40 Williams, Retooling, 2002.
41 Robinson, Feeling Extended, 2013.
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Finally, we suggest striking a balance between an evaluation centered in verification
of goals against outcomes (summative validation) and one where the (collective) learn-
ing and design process is included (formative evaluation). In our case, it is clear that the
early definition of research objectives and expected results for the MSc capstone project
proposal is inadequate, due to the lack of awareness and in-depth knowledge of the local
context. However, the MSc program expects in the end to evaluate the outcomes with
respect to those early hypothesis. This forces students to neglect or hide other knowledge,
actors and sociomaterialities that in practice also shape the outcomes, or, more worry-
ingly, teaches them to approach technology as socially and culturally independent. In short,
we argue for preparing engineers to be better professionals in real, complex and innova-
tive contexts, without reducing them to administrator of goals and results from within a
simplistic unidirectional problem-solving paradigm.
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